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Correct your posture

Your mother was right!Your mother was right!

Check you posture and make sure you have the proper posture to 

hit solid golf shots.

Here is Del Mar Golf Center Director of Instruction, Bob Bellesi to show 

you why it's important. 

If you would like to improve your game, please
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You can hit it longer 
off the tee

Some mock the advertising of extra distance, claiming that if all the claims

were true, then we’d all be hitting the ball over 300 yards. Well, the fact is

that 165-pound golfers are hitting the ball 300 yards. 

How far do you hit the golf ball? What’s your gap to 300 yards? How much

of that could you fill? Find your potential for more. Contact us.

Game improvement never
looked this good

 

 

Reducing vibration usually means slowing the face down. But not with the

new Callaway Epic Forged Iron.
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A forged 1025 Carbon Steel body

means better feel and sound at

impact.

But what makes the Epic Forged

different is that Callaway have tucked

some game improvement tech into

that body, too.

 

 

 

Game improvement from Callaway’s

Big Bertha Irons comes to a forged

iron for the first time. The Suspended

Tungsten Core enables more precise

CoG placement. It reduces vibration

and increases MOI for better feel and

easier launch.

Any ball speed losses are

compensated for by Callaway’s

super thin and fast 360 Face Cup. A

shallow and flexible rim wraps

around the face, flexing and

releasing at impact for higher ball

speeds across the face and

throughout your set.

 



 

 

No one-iron- ts-allNo one-iron- ts-all
solutionsolution
Your swing is not the same as that of

the next golfer. Neither is your body.

We’ll set your irons up to work better

for you.
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Consistently better
 

 

 

If you allow your large muscles to control both your backswing and your

downswing, you will hit straighter and more solid approach shots.
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There are many really good reasons to learn how to CONTROL YOUR

GOLF SWING using your large muscles:

 

 

You’ll be much more consistent, 

and that will create more

confidence and a lot more

ENJOYMENT.

 

You’ll have a SWING that others will

envy. You will look like a good

golfer.

 



 

You’ll hit a lot MORE GREENS ON

APPROACH reducing the risk of

spoiling your round with visits 

to the water or bunkers.

 

You’ll WIN a lot more holes,

matches, and competitions, and

your handicap will tumble.

 

 

Even if you can’t get out to practice

much, you’ll find it EASIER to play

the game.

 

You’ll surprise yourself with how

much POWER you create.

 

 Start a great journey Start a great journey
Don’t wait on this. Transform your golf swing; transform your game;

transform the enjoyment you get from the game. And we’ll make this a fun

improvement journey.
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Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Matt Clay and is provided as a

service for the members and guests of Del Mar Golf Center and has been supported

and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For any queries

contact us on 858-509-5130.
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